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Experiments vs. Observational Studies

Observational Studies

I Randomization is called the “gold standard” for causal inference
because it balances observed and unobserved confounders

I Cannot always randomize so we do observational studies, where
we can directly adjust for the observed variables and use indirect
methods to adjust for unobserved variables

I We want to design observational studies that approximate
experiments:

I “The planner of an observational study should always ask himself:
How would the study be conducted if it were possible to do it by
controlled experimentation” (Cochran 1965)
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Approximating Experiments
Treatments, Covariates, Outcomes

It is important to distinguish between:

Covariates: Pre-treatment variables, potential confounders
Outcomes: Variables potentially affected by the treatment

I Randomized Experiment: Well-defined treatment, clear
distinction between covariates and outcomes

I Better Observational Study: Well-defined treatment, clear
distinction between covariates and outcomes

I Poorer Observational Study: Hard to say when treatment
began or what the treatment really is. Distinction between
covariates and outcomes is blurred. No baseline survey.
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Approximating Experiments

How were treatments assigned?

I Randomized Experiment: Random assignment

I Better Observational Study: Assignment is not random, but
assignment mechanism is clearly described. Try to find “natural
experiments”, where assignment is “as good as random”

I Poorer Observational Study: No attention given to the
assignment mechanism
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Approximating Experiments

Were treated and controls comparable?

I Randomized Experiment: Balance table for observables.

I Better Observational Study: Balance table for observables.
Ideally sensitivity analysis for unobservables.

I Poorer Observational Study: No direct assessment of
comparability is presented.
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Approximating Experiments
Eliminating plausible alternatives to treatment effects?

I Randomized Experiment: List plausible alternatives and
experimental design includes features that shed light on these
alternatives (e.g. placebos). Report on potential attrition and
non-compliance.

I Better Observational Study: List plausible alternatives and
study design includes features that shed light on these
alternatives (e.g. multiple control groups, data on potential
confounders, etc.)

I Poorer Observational Study: Alternatives are mentioned in the
discussion section
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Approximating Experiments

Study Protocol

I Randomized Experiment: Before the experiment starts, a
protocol describes the design, outcomes, type of analysis, etc

I Better Observational Study: Before the analysis of the data
starts, a protocol describes the design, outcomes, type of
analysis, etc

I Poorer Observational Study: If we run many regressions,
something publishable will turn up sooner or later ...
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Observational Studies

Design features we can use to handle unobservables:

I Design comparisons so that unobservables are likely to be
balanced (e.g. “homogeneous” sub-samples, groups where
treatment assignment was “accidental”)

I Difference-in-differences: unobservables may differ, but their
effect may not change much in time

I Instrumental variables: find variables that “randomize” some
people into treatment

I Sensitivity analysis and bounds
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Class Size on Student Achievement
Angrist and Lavy (1999): Maimonides’ rule

one-quarter of the classes are of equal size. On the other hand,
even though the actual relationship between class size and
enrollment size involves many factors, in Israel it clearly has a lot
to do with fsc. This can be seen in Figures Ia and Ib, which plot the
average class size by enrollment size for �fth and fourth grade
pupils, along with the class-size function. The dashed horizontal

FIGURE I
Class Size in 1991 by Initial Enrollment Count, Actual Average Size and as

Predicted by Maimonides’Rule

USING MAIMONIDES’ RULE 541
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Health Effects of Smoking
Kaprio and Koskenvuo (1989): Monozygotic twins

Data from the Finnish twin study (Kaprio and Koskenvuo, 1989) are shown in Table 4. For
example, there were 22 smoking-discordant monozygotic twin pairs where at least one twin died.
In 17 out of 22 cases, the smoker died first. Likewise, there were 9 cases where at least one twin in
the pair died of coronary heart disease. In each case, the smoker won the race to death. For all-cause
mortality or coronary heart disease, the constitutional hypothesis no longer seems viable. For lung
cancer, the numbers are tiny. Of course, other studies could be brought into play (Carmelli and
Page, 1996). The epidemiologists refuted Fisher by designing appropriate studies and collecting
the relevant data, not bya priori arguments and modeling. For other views, see Bross (1960) or
Stolley (1991).

TABLE 4. The Finnish twin study. First death by smoking status among smoking-
discordant twin pairs. Kaprio and Koskenvuo (1989).

Smokers Non-smokers
All causes 17 5
Coronary heart disease 9 0
Lung cancer 2 0

Figure 3 shows current data from the US, with age-standardized death rates for the six most
common cancers among males. Cancer is a disease of old age and the population has been getting
steadily older, so standardization is essential. In brief, 1970 was chosen as a reference population.
To get the standardized rates, death rates for each kind of cancer and each age group in each year
are applied to the reference population.

Mathematically, the standardized death rate from cancer of typej in yeart is
∑
i

nidij t /
∑
i

ni,

whereni is the number of men in age groupi in the 1970 population, anddijt is the death rate
from cancer of typej among men in age groupi in the population corresponding to yeart . That is
“direct standardization.”

As will be seen, over the period 1930–1980, there is a spectacular increase in lung cancer
rates. This seems to have followed by about 20 or 25 years the increase in cigarette smoking. The
death rate from lung cancer starts turning down in the late 1980s, because cigarette smoking began
to decrease in the late 1960s. Women started smoking later than men, and continued longer: their
graph (not shown) is lower, and still rising. The data on US cigarette consumption are perhaps not
quite as solid as one might like; for English data, which tell a very similar story, see Doll (1987)
and Wald and Nicolaides-Bouman (1991). The initial segment of the lung cancer curve in Figure 3
was one of the first clues in the epidemiology of smoking. The downturn in the 1980s is one of the
final arguments on the smoking hypothesis.

The strength of the case rests on the size and coherence of the effects, the design of the under-
lying epidemiologic studies, and on replication in many contexts. Great care was taken to exclude
alternative explanations for the findings. Even so, the argument depends on a complex interplay
among many lines of evidence. Regression models are peripheral to the enterprise. Cornfield et
al. (1959) provides an interesting review of the evidence in its early stages. A summary of more
recent evidence will be found in IARC (1986). Gail (1996) discusses the history.

16
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Seat Belts on Fatality Rates
Evans (1986): Two front seat passengers

I I>ill'mmas and Craftsmanship 

Table 1.1 Crashes in FARS 1975-1983 in which the front sCIiI hud tW() on:upants, a driver and a 
passenger, with one belted, the other unbelted, and one died and one survived, 

Driver Not Iklted Belted 

10 

Passenger Belted Not Belted 
Driver Died Passenger Survived 189 153 

Driver Survived Passenger Dicd I I I 363 

risk-tolerant drivers do not wear seat belts, drive faster and closer, ignore road con
ditions - then a simple comparison of belted and unbelted drivers may credit seat 
belts with effects that reflect, in part, the severity of the crash. 

Using data from the U.S. Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS), Leonard 
Evans [14] looked at crashes in which there were two individuals in the front seat, 
one belted, the other unbelted, with at least one fatality. In these crashes, several 
otherwise uncontrolled features are the same for driver and passenger: speed, road 
traction, distance from the car ahead, reaction time. Admittedly, risk in the pas
senger seat may differ from risk in the driver seat, but in this comparison there are 
belted drivers with unbelted passengers and un belted drivers with belted passengers, 
so this issue may be examined. Table 1.1 is derived from Evans' [14] more detailed 
tables. In this table, when the passenger is belted and the driver is not, more often 
than not, the driver dies; conversely, when the driver is belted and the passenger is 
not, more often than not, the passenger dies. 

Everyone in Table 1.1 is at least sixteen years of age. Nonetheless, the roles 
of driver and passenger are connected to law and custom, for parents and children, 
husbands and wives, and others. For this reason, Evans did further analyses, for 
instance taking account of the ages of driver and passenger, with similar results. 

Evans [14, page 239]wrote: 

The crucial information for this study is provided by cars in which the safety belt use of 
the subject and other occupant differ ... There is a strong tendency for safety belt use or 
non-use to be the same for different occupants of the same vehicle ... Hence, sample sizes 
in the really important cells are ... small ... 

This study is discussed further in §5.2.6. 

1.5 Money for College 

To what extent, if any, does financial aid increase college attendance? It would not 
do to simply compare those who received aid with those who did not. Decisions 
about the allocation of financial aid are often made person by person, wilh consider
ation of financial need and academic promise, together with many olher faclors. A 
grant of financiul aid is often a response to an application for ald. lind the decision 
to apply or not is likely to retlecl an individual's motivation t'or "o"llnued education 
und compeling immediute career prospects. 

Nlltllll''s 'Natural Experiment' 

Tlll'SI illlate the effect of financial aid on college attendance, Susan Dyn 
"II shift in aid policy that affect[ed] some students but not othert," 
tllIll 1982, a program of the U.S. Social Security Administration prm 
III lillancial aid to attend college for the children of deceased Soolll 
Idllries, but the U.S. Congress voted in 1981 to end the program, l 
IlIl' National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Dynarski [13] compl" 
IIl1l'e of high school seniors with deceased fathers and high ac:ho 

Ittlhcrs were not deceased, in 1979-1981 when aid was avulluhl 
1')X3 after the elimination of the program. Figure 1.2 depicts Ihe cn 

IU7') 19X I, while the Social Security Student Benefit Program pr(lvle 
s with deceased fathers, these students were more likely than nih." 
, hut in 1982-1983, after the program was eliminated, these IIUd 

IIkl'ly thun others to attend college. 

re 1.2, the grouo that faced a 


Itt\'d 10 the child's age aM gelIdcl. bot me chIldren 01 decea.ad ,. 
(llid fathers with less education and were more likely 10 he bit 

Ihl'Sl' di fferences were about the same in 1979-1981 and 19M2-19M' 
nn's ulone are not good explanations of the shift in college ullen~ 
II. This study is discussed further in Chapter 13. 

Nature's 'Natural Experiment' 

In)l whether a particular gene plays a role in causing a particular dl.. 
111 is that the frequencies of various forms of a gene (its allel,.) YI 

1'1'11111 one human community to the next. At the same time. habltl, 
lind environments also vary somewhat from one community 10 ahl 

nee, un ussociation between a particular allele and u purtlcular db 
CULlslIl: gene and disease may both be associated with some caul 

is not genetic. Conveniently, nature has cre9'ted a natural '''peril 
the exception of sex-linked genes, a person receives two valor 

ups identical, one from each parent, and transmits one copy tot 
.•Imu,) upproximation, in the formation of a fertilized eaa. elCh " 

nne of two possible alleles, each with probability!, the contl'lbulll 
tN being independent of euch other, and independent for dlfl'lNi 

••me purents. (The transmissions of differenl genes that are nil..... 
ohrnm(ls(lme urc notgenerully independent: see [~I, §I~,4), In GOIII 

lene muy be ussucluted with a disealle nol because It II • Olt 
hut ruther hecuulle It I" u murker for u nelahhorlnllenetha, II • II 
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What makes a Good Observational Study?

Fertility and Labor Market Participation
Angrist and Evans (1988): Gender composition of previous children
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